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Teaching Electronics to a 12-year Old Brother

Lil' Adrian and Ate April's Day Out

Ate April was studying for her Physics final exam, when Lil' Adrian
knocked on her door.

April: Who's there?

Adrian: Hi ate! It's me, Lil' Adrian. Can I come in?

April: Sure. What do you need?

Adrian: Why don't you want to come out and play? I've been calling
you since kanina pa. Don't you want to play with me?

April: No, it's not that. I'm just studying for a test in Electronics
tomorrow.

Adrian: Electronics, ano yun?

April: It's too complicated for you to understand. I'll teach it to you
when you're older.

Adrian: (Crying) No! I want to learn electronics, now! Kung hindi, 'di
na kita love!

April: Oh, don't cry. Hayaan mo. Tomorrow, after my exam I'll treat
you to Enchanted Kingdom. There, I will teach you physics.
Ok?

Adrian: Mmm... Kiss muna.

April: Mmmuah! Ok na?

Adrian: Ok. See you tomorrow!  

After ace-ing the Physics final exam, Ate April and Lil' Adrian rode
a bus going to Enchanted Kingdom. There were a lot of
people, and Lil' Adrian was very excited. Before they entered
the theme park, Ate April gave Lil' Adrian a sheet of paper, a



checklist of all the things that she will teach Adrian.

April: So, this is the list of all the terms I will teach you in
electronics.

Adrian: What! Gates, diodes, op-amps, resistors, cpacitors, binary
counting, potentiometer? How am I supposed to learn all of
this here?!?

April: Just wait and see.  Of course every kid wants to ride Jungle
Log Jam.  So Ate April and Lil' Adrian headed straight to the
ride

April: Ok, my cutie... this is your first lesson for today.

Adrian: Huh? What? Where is it? I don't understand.

April: Look at the logs going around the ride. Do you notice
anything?

Adrian: Mmm... they're wet?

April: Ahhh... Oo... But as you can see, the logs can't go back the
other direction. They only move in one direction. Do you
know why they can't go in reverse?

Adrian: Is it because of the water?

April: Yup, you're right. The water current makes the it impossible
for the log to go back in reverse. That's the same way for
diodes. They prevent electricity from flowing in the reverse
direction. This is because the water is moving from a higher
elevation to a lower one. That is why the log can't go back.

Adrian: Ooohh... I see! Wow, that's one down, 6 to go. C'mon, let's
ride a log!

April: Ok, let's go!

When they were on the peak of one of the drops, Ate April started
to talk again.

April: Ok, let's remove another term from the list. Are you ready?



Adrian: Yes, ate!

April: Think about this: What will happen if there was no water at
the end of this drop?

Adrian: Ay, corny naman ng ride na 'to. No splash of water!

April: Well, besides that, nothing would slow down the log. We
would fall too fast and soon we will hit the wall and die.

Adrian: ok???

April: The same thing will happen if you don't use resistors.  There
will be too much electricity and it will cause an explosion!

Adrian: Ah, so that's why the T.V. got destroyed when I put it in the
220 power outlet.  Hehe!

April: Adrian!!!

Adrian: I'm just joking! Anyway, I don't like resistors.  Things explode
when you don't put one. Can you teach me somthing else?

April: ok. Lets just go to the next ride!

After the first ride, Lil' adran started to become very hyper.  He
saw the fast rollor coaster going up side down and wanted to
ride it. They went to the entrance and waited in the end of
the line.

Adrian: Ang tagal naman that line! Why are they allowing only twelve
people inside? Why an't everybody o in all at the same time?

April: Well, that's the role of capacitors.  They only allow a certain
amount of electricity to go in according to their capacity.

Adrian: So since the ride can only take in twelve people, the guard is
like the capacitor?

April: Yup!

When they were about to enter the ride the guard stopped them
from riding.



Guard: Excuse me miss.  Hindi po pwede and bata na mas maliit sa
four feet.

Adrian: Hahhh?!? Bakit???

Guard: Sory kid, hindi kayo pepwede sumakay kahit may kasama
kayong nakatatanda.

April: Sorry Adrian, your not tall enough to ride he space shuttle.
There are rules that have to be followed, and those rules are
implemented by the logic gates.

Adrian: I hate logic gates! They're so strict.  I can't take a ride even if
your accompanying me.  

April: This is an example of an AND GATE which acts like what
happened moments earlier.  If your not tall enough and
you're not accompanied by an adult since your still young,
then you would not be able to ride.  Both conditions must be
follewed. There are a lot of types logic gates like OR, NOR,
NAND XOR...

Adrian: I don't want to hear about it anymore! Let's just play some
arcade games.

April: Ok.

So, Ate April and Lil' Adrian went to the arcade games section.
There, Lil' Adrian played a lot of games. But when they
reached the 'Shoot That Chicken' booth, Ate April thought of
another lesson.

April: Now, my cutie, we have another lesson. Do you know how to
count using electricity?

Adrian: I don't know... can electricity count?

April: No, silly. We will learn how to count using electricity by
playing this game. Now, try to hit the lever as hard as you
can and see on which pot you can shoot the chicken in.

Adrian: Ya! It went in the nearest pot.

April: Ok, that's worth 1 point. See if you can do better this time.



Adrian: Ya! It's in the fourth pot!

April: Ok, that's 8 points plus 1 point. So that's nine!

Adrian: Huh? Why is it worth 8 points when the chicken just went in
the fourth pot?

April: You see binary counting, or counting with electricity, is like
that. If the first pot has a chicken in it, it is worth one point.
In the second, two points. In the third, 4 points and in the
last, 8 points.

Adrian: Oh, so we can count by putting chickens in different pots and
count how many points we get!

April: Yes, baby. You got it!

Adrian: Yeah!

Lil' Adrian enjoyed the 'Shoot the Chicken' lesson and immediately
wanted to try Dodgem. As they climbed in a bump car, Ate
April started to lecture him again.

April: Baby, you be the one to drive this time. Step on the pedal
and let's go!

Adrian: Let's go! Whee!!!

April: Now, try to slowly step on the pedal. The harder you step on
the pedal, the faster we go. On the other hand, if you step on
the accelerator pedal softly, then the bump car would
consume a little amount of electricity, and would therefore
move slowly. That's how a potentiometer acts like.

Adrian: Ow I see! The potentiometer adjusts the electricity!  It lets in
a certain amount of electricty depending on its setting.  It can
let the electricity pass in full force or it can not let t in at all! 

April: You got it!

Adrian: Hehe! Well, I didn't know it was that easy. Lets buy some
drinks after!



April: Sure, I thirsty too.

It was a little bit hot around lunch time, and everybody in the park
was exhausted from all the rides. Lil' Adrian and Ate April
went to the food cafeteria to buy some drinks.

April: Miss magkano po ang isang coke?

Vendor: Thirty five pesos ho.  Ilan ho and gusto nila?

April: Aaa.. dalawang coke.

Adrian: Ate April how come the coke costs too much? Isn't it just ten
pesos in the sari-sari store outside our house?

April: Don't worry Adrian, we still hve a lot of money! Anyway, are
there any terms in you list?

Adrian: Yes, there is one left.  'Op-amps'.  Ate what are Op-Amps?

April: Op-Amps are actually Opperational Amplifiers...  Umm, I got
it! Do you remember the vendor said to us that their coke
costs around thirty five bucks?  Actually, they bought them
for around ten bucks also. But they want to sell it for an
enormous price. They want to earn a lot of money to pay for
their rent. That's why they have to amplify the price of their
drinks so that they can meet certain requirements just like
Operational Amplifiers.

Adrian: Wow, so that's why pizza costs 512 bucks in Yellow Cab.

April: So now Lil' Adrian, that's electronics for you, a beginner. Did
you understand our lessons?

Adiran: Yes, I do! thank you ate! I love you!

April: I love you too. =)


